
OFFICER TELLS ABOUT SMASHING SPANISH FLEET AT SANTIAGO

MCRglMAC SUNK IW CMAWMEL

A rhrilling Description ol the Most Decisive Victory in Annals of
the American Navy. 1 he Boyish Spirit and Enthusiasm

ol the Writer Give His Narrative an Irre¬
sistible Charm.
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A SPANISH DESTROYER GOES
DOWN LIKE A SHOT
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A PANIC AND THE "ENEMY AP
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The Spanish ship»- were blaslns
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PUTTING DUMB ANIMALS OUT
OF SUFFERING.
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CONDITIONS ON THE DISABLED
MARIA THERESA.
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THE CUBAN "PATRIOTS'.SOME

GREWSOME SIGHTS.
There wss ¿real confusion all ai«»nK

Hi«' beach; naked nun were running
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